Round 1 (3 points each)
1. In the 2006 Christmas Special, Donna Noble appears in the TARDIS wearing what?
2. In “The Eleventh Hour” what odd breakfast finally satisfies the Doctor’s cravings after his regeneration?
3. Which Doctor had a penchant for jelly babies?
4. The first episode of Doctor Who aired just one day after what tragic event?
5. “Doomsday” is the first episode in the history of Doctor Who in which what two popular alien enemies appear on-screen together?
6. What is the name of the Doctor’s home planet?
7. Who is Madame Vastra’s wife?
8. In “Bad Wolf” the Doctor awakens to find himself on the set of a lethal, futuristic version of what reality television show?
9. In “The Big Bang” how long did Rory guard the Pandorica with Amy in it?
10. In “Human Nature/The Family of Blood” what device does the Doctor use to store his consciousness when he becomes human?

Round 2 (4 points each)
1. Which companion of The Doctor was a journalist for Metropolitan magazine?
2. How did the doctor acquire his TARDIS?
3. What is the weapon of mass destruction in Day of the Doctor called?
4. In the episode “The Eleventh Hour” what escaped from the crack in Amy’s wall?
5. Which actor portrayed the Doctor the longest?
6. The episode “The Tenth Planet” features the first appearance of what villain?
7. Which Doctor’s last words were “Before I go, I just want to tell you, you were fantastic. Absolutely fantastic. And you know what? So was I.”
9. Finish this quote: “I’m going to need a SWAT team ready to mobilize, street level maps covering all of Florida, a pot of coffee, 12 jammy dodgers and a_______..!”
10. In “Planet of the Ood”, an Ood utters a catchphrase from which long running American show?

Round 3 (5 points each)
1. “Rise of the Cybermen” guest star Roger Lloyd Pack appeared along with David Tennant in what 2005 film?
2. “Mission to the Unknown,” first broadcast on October 9, 1965, is notable in that it does not feature what in the episode?
3. Who wrote the episode “The Doctor’s Wife?”
4. The Master has been played by multiple actors. Name one.
5. Georgia Moffet, Jenny from “The Doctor’s Daughter,” is the daughter of which former Doctor?
6. What musical instrument did the Second Doctor play?
7. Which Doctor Who villain was named best monster in a poll by SFX magazine in 2010?
8. In “The Unquiet Dead” which of his works is Dickens reading to the theatre audience when Rose and the Doctor enter?
9. According to the BBC Official Doctor Who Quiz Book, which Doctor had the highest viewing figures (ratings) for his final episode?
10. Besides Peter Capaldi, which other actor appeared on the show as another character before later being cast as the Doctor?

Final Round (50 points for correctly identifying the 12 actors)
- Name each actor who has played the Doctor.